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Happy Summer!

Lightning-struck Tree

Simone Agha

Fangfei Shen

To all Slugs and Honorary Slugs: I hope your summer is
going well and that you enjoy this special estival edition of
the Weekly Awesome from bathrooms on 4E and beyond.

I saw a lightning-struck tree this summer in the not lightning capital of the world (i.e. not Florida (i.e. Ithaca, NY)).
I didn’t get to see the actual lightning strike, but seeing the
aftermath was still really awesome. The heat from the lightning had caused the sap inside the tree to explode, so the tree
was splintered pretty seriously, and tree debris was strewn all
over the place.

The Dangerously Comfortable and
the Best 4th of July Ever
YinMonMon Aung
The day started out with a group of Slugs cooking breakfast together. The menu included traditional breakfast foods
such as bacon, toast, pancakes and fruit. After stuffing ourselves with delicious food, we decided to scout a proper place
to camp out for the 4th of July fireworks and someone suggested bringing the Dangerously Comfortable down to Memorial Drive. While the girls were guarding the available spot on
the Memorial Drive sidewalk with all their lives, the guys went
upstairs and brought down the famous Dangerously Comfortable and an unknown futon. The highlight of the day was
filling out a silly Sloany survey for free ice creams. We passed
the time playing cards, eating Pallo chicken and just lounging
on the couches while everyone else around us was envying our
couches. Overall, old Slugs, young Slugs, crufty Slugs and
Slug affiliates all enjoyed the best view of the fireworks from
the best seats.

Lightning-struck tree.

Book Review
John Escrow

Note Ben’s contemplative expression.

Nonsense Corner
NonsenseComm
Mr. Pacco placed the silver bird on the Hemmington
press, proceeding to allocate the waxing croissant to the myriad flowers. At t = taufish, the clocktower struck a chord,
and the illicit lithium lilies began to dance. ”Pure life!” Mr.
Pacco exclaimed, typing away madly on his Boysenberry. It
was absolutely necessary to record his discovery that Truth
and Beauty overcomes Grim and Evil even in the most haphazard of conditions. This, he thought, would surely win him
the Saltomeyer Award!

The Fourth East Cookbook, edited by W. R. Chan, contains of all of the recipes for the delicacies that have been
prepared and served on the hall. This work is yet another
masterpiece from the established editor who once brought us
Telephony and You, Optimizing Optical Characterizations on
a Manifold and Wuthering Heights, not Withering Heights.
Mr. Chan again impresses critics in this spellbinding collection, elaborately laid out on the finest parchment that
has been aged in a world-grade kiln and charred using teakmahogany charcoal. Don’t book return this one! I consider
this a recommended read and a necessity of any Slug’s kitchen
and give this book a rating of 3-Thumbs good!

Police Report
Walker Chan
Tucker Chan reported larceny of the ThirdEasterator at
11:50pm last night. Eight suspects broke into his room while
he was performing a calculation by himself and restrained Mr.
Chan. The suspects then took the ThirdEasteator by force.
Mr. Chan is cooperating with the authorities and has identified three of the suspects as members of Third East. Their
identities have not been released. The suspects still remain
at large.

